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Time to 
celebrate.
A grateful heart giving thanks creates the best time to celebrate. There are 
however good and bad ways to celebrate. It’s worthwhile to consider these.

Good celebration must start from within: your heart and the 
emotion that best describes it is JOY. Joy makes you rejoice 
which means a show of great joy. A merry heart is full of joy. 
Let me add that just as gratefulness requires the choice to 
reflect on the good things we have received; the bad we have 
survived and the worse we have been spared, a merry heart 
is a also a choice. A choice to focus on being grateful and 
seeing the good side of life and it’s events.



A truly merry heart can not but sing and dance!!! A 
merry heart is expressive, and noticeable. It requires 
being authentic, expressing the joy within you in your 
own unique way. Many would add to their singing 
and dancing, good dressing and good food! They treat 
themselves specially. They clean, beautify their 
environment and make it look and smell good.

Let me state unequivocally at this point, that treating oneself with good food and drinks must not lead to 
drunkness and or gluttony. Neither must good outfits result in immodest dressing. These are bad ways to celebrate. 
Everything done in excess is erroneous, neither must one in a bid to celebrate anything at all indulge in financial 
recklessness !! It’s not time to go a borrowing or digging holes in one’s bank account.

Good celebration is contagious. It’s appropriate to invite family 
and friends to join in the celebration and openly express and share 
love with others. Love is expressed by giving just like the Lord Jesus 
Christ was given for our salvation because God loves man too much 
to leave us with our troubles. Cards, gifts visits, entertainments and 
generally hanging out with loved ones is perfectly acceptable and in 
fact necessary. It’s the best time to celebrate the ones who have made 
an impact in our lives during the year. We must not let any impact 
go unnoticed; as small as an impact of making us laugh is enough 
for recognition. When you recognize and celebrate smallness, 
greatness awaits you!



It’s not about just dinning and winning, it’s 
important for each one of us to look beyond 
themselves, we must put a smile on the face 
of others at this time in a very meaningful 
way: in a way that leaves them smiling long 

after the celebrations are over!!
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